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·Familiar faces unite at campus concert
. "I started ·off •playing the trumpet, but
• after awhile I just couldn't hit the high
notes," Munsterman said.
High school students rarely look into lhe
During Munsterman's ~or year, Wood
future and ~ fonneI' teachers inVolved department at SCSU and has been for the last opted to leave and, acco,rding to
soriiewhere later in their life.
two years. Wood is also a conductor.
Munsterman, was truly missed.
However, for graduate ilSSistant and
Wood taught music for two years at
" I was just itching to go back to school,"
french horn player Anthony Munstennan, . Dawson-BoyO High School· in Dawson, · Wood said. "If it wouldn't have been my first
on.e of his main reasons for attending SCSU Minn. before decidil1g to go back to school. job, I probably wciuld have stayed around
last fall was because of a music influence ~
Munsterman again finds himself Wood's longer."
Bruce Wood.
student. He is currently taking a conducting
According to Wood, he talked to some
Munstennan's first encounter with Wood course from Wood.
people about possibly going back,- but it
"When I was at Dawson there were five didn't Work out.
came 20 years ago when Munstennan was a
sophomore in his high sc;hool's band Or six students like Tony that you jllst knew
·"After he left,.there was a rumor he was
program.
music was going to be a part of their life," going to come back," Munsterman said. "He
Munsterman and Wood.were able to meet Wood said. 'There were two band rooms made such an impact · and people sorely
up again ~hile prefonning at '.'A Concert of and, for Tony, these were like other people's missed him after he left."
Discovery" yesterday afternoon in Kimberly li"'.ing rooms."
Munsterman's thought of going back to
Anthony Munsterman plays the trench A. Ritsche Auditorium.
Munsterman switched from trumpet to school was always in the back of his min~.
horn before Sunday's concert in
Wood is no longer referred to as a teacher. french horn during his sophomore year and
Kimbe~y A. Ritsche A.udttorium.
He is a professor and chainnan of thi music still plays the horn today.
Go TO CONCERT, PAGE 3 •

by. Ryan. Vaz
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~U continues
to phaseout
system
by Eric S. Dietz
STAFF WRIJER

Shane Opott./PH(ffO EDITOR

Larry Miller (left), Mark Dean and Jeremy Sinz celebrate after Miller's fumble recovery and
runback for a touchdown in Saturday's HomecQming game against Augustans College.

The conversion is ort schedule
to bring SCSU to a semester
format.
"We're still going to meet our
schedule," said Vice President for
Academic
Affairs
Suzanne
Williams. "People have worked
very hard at this."
The latest phase in the
conversion plan has been to finalize
the curriculum for the courses. The
deadline - for ·finalization of
curriculum was Oct. 15.
Now that the curriculum is
finalized, the university can begin
the process qf layout, copy editing
and other details of production in
order for the catalog to go to press.
The process to begin lhe

printing of the catalogs will start
Oct. 24. They will be back on Jan.
15. 1998.
"People have really worked
hard to gel these last p$ done,"
Williams said. "It is getting done."
Now the focu:; of Academic
Affairs is to inform the students "
about the impact of the conversion
and how to plan for their
educational career.
The finalization of the
curriculum process was not steady
wiQl all departments.
«Jt has been more difficult for
some departments than for others,"
Williams said. "Some departments
finished ahead of others and have
worked with their advisors.
more."

Go TO SEMESTERS,

Recommendation to be made to city council
by RIiey Wotth
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Student Govemmerit passed a motion
Thursday to let the St. Cloud City Council know
of its intent to get a SCSU student on the Events
Center Task Force.
Student Government's City Council Liaison
Mike Brethorst will present the recommendation
signed by student body president Christy
Hovanetz to city council on Oct. 27.
"We don't forsee any problem in getting a
student on the. task force," Brethorst said. "We
. do have a vested interest in· (the events center).
We'll be presenting on behalf of the college
itself because we ·would be hosting around 50
events a year there."

~@:§[?ffij'

1 Government 1
'The recommendation included other re!sons

for having a student representative on the
committee. One was thafthe economic impact
of students on St. Qoud exceeds $549 million in
lQ1:a) business volume and creates over 15,000
jobs.
'The recommendation reads, ''Therefore be it
resolved, SCSU Student.Government requests a
•minimum of one student member to participate
as a voting member on the St. Cloud City
Council's Community Events Center Task
Force."
·
Brethorst said he could have presented the

recommendation at tonight's meeting but only
during open gaJlerj. He said it was important to
get it on the agenda so the council has to take
action on it, either voting in favor in
dissent
"(The city council) should be asking us for a
representative, but we want to take the tifJ!C and
lhe effort to show people that the SCSU student
body is actually doing something," Brethorst
said.
He added, "We don't want .the students'
issues to be overlooked on this matter," He said
that if approved, the representatives would
probably be appointed by Hovanetz, and could
be any student currently enrolled, not just
Student Government members.
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Tattoo
■

JOU

The Risingf'hoenix, a St.
Cloud business specializing
in body art. such as tattoos
anQ piercings, has won an
international award. OwTier
Tom Genereux took first
place in the portrait division

ofa contest.
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SCSU, SJU, CSB
The annual meeting of the Nonh Cenlral
Branch of the American Society for
Microbiology was hosted Friday .and
Saturday atSCSU, St. John's University and

College of St. Benedict.
The fi ve-state conference featured Jill
Claridge, head of microbiology at the
Veterans Affairs Center in Houston, Texas.
Her presentation was titled, "Bacteria
Don't Read the Books ... Real-life Clinical

Microbiology."
Also, Dr. Michael Osterholm, the
Minnesota state epidemiologist, addressed

the conference. His session is not open to the
public.
A banquet was held in Great Hall at St.

& CoMMUNTIY BRIEFS

John's University Friday evening. Saturday's
sessions at the college of St. Benedict
featured speakers from Rutgers University
and the universi ties of Michigan and
Nebraska.

Microbiology
conference hosted at

Payn esville man
charged follow ing
high-speed chase
John Carl Anderson led police on a highspeed chase which resulted in the death of an
off-duty Department of Natural Resources
officer Wednesday night.
At one point in the chase, Joseph Schmitz,
a Paynesville police officer, had Anderson's
car stopped and had hi s gun pointed at the
suspect. Anderson backed his car away from
Schmitz and then began to race his vehicle
toward the officer. Schmitz's hand hit the

driver's side door frame and his gun fell into
the car.
• Th~ chase resumed and resulted in
Schmitz hitting a van on Highway 23 as he
tried to cross an intersection.
The van was driven by Gary Westby, 51,
of Spicer who died in the crash. Westby's
wife and a friend were injured in the accident.
Anderson was charged with second degree
manslaughter, criminal vehicular homicide
and fleeing a police officer, in Steams County
District Court Friday.

Campus observatory
to host astronomy ·
public nights

of the fall and will also include the Ojibwe
wisdom story and the North Star.
The event will include several telescopes
for the viewing of nearl>y planets and other ·
cdestial bodies.
·
The free event will take place Oct. 28, 29,
and 30.
The shows begin each night at 7 p.m., 7:45
p.m. and 8:30 p.m. in Room 24 of ,the MathScience Center.
The program is sponsored by the SCSU
Observatory and Planetarium and the
Physics, Astronomy and Engineering Science
Department.

Registration begins

The SCSU Observatory and Planetarium
will host astronomy public nights in October.
The shows will present the cons1ellations

Registration for Winter Quarter begins
Monday. Schedules can be obtained in the
Administrative
Services
Building
tomorrow.

STATE & NATION B RIEFS

W HAT'S
HAPPENING
TUESDAY
Live Music
8 p.m. in The Quarry.
"Smashdown~ plays as the
Spotlight Band of the Week.

WEDN ESDAY
Panel Discussion
Women on Wednesday
will host a discussion on
SCSU's version of MTV's
Lovelines at noon in South
Voyager Room in Atwood.

THURSDAY
Mayoral Cand idat e
Debate
12:15 p.m in the Atwood
Little Theatre.

Math assessment'
testi ng
4 p.m. in Engineering and
Computing Center, room
130. If students enroll in
Math 131 or Math 133

without having taken the
assessment test, their
enrollment will be
administratively deleted.

FRIDAY
'The Cure'
7 p.m. in Atwood Little
Theatre. 'The Cure" Will also
be shown Saturday and
Sunday.
To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart

Ritt found guilty
of daughter's
murder
Kelly Ritt, 33, was found guilty
Saturday of murdering her 2-yearold daughter, Hannah.
She was immediately sentenced
to life in prison by Dakota County
District Court Judge Robert
Carolan. Ritt was found guilty of
first-degree murder and will serve a
minimum of 30 yean; before being
eligible for parole.
Dakota County Attorney James
Backstrom said the jury's decision
was "a strong verdict in a tough
case. It's hard to believe a mother
would kill her own child, but that's
what happened."

39 YFARSAGO...
Mitchell Hall, the Laboratory
school and the Math-Science
building were dedicated.
Mitchell Hall, the newest
donnitory for women, opened its
doors for the first time in the fall of
1958. The donnitory was named for
W.B. Mitchell , former resident
.director of the college. The dorm is
on property formerly owned by the.
Mitchell's.
The Laboratory school included
the elementary through junior high
grades, cerebral pal sy center,
cafeteria, music center, juveni le
library and a small auditorium that
seated 182 people.

CoRRECTIONS

Index

ln the Oct. 13 edition of the
University Chronicle. in the story
titled "Public opinion shifts on hemr
issue," should have read according tc
Eric Schlasser, who writes for th~
Atlantic Monthly, "Harry Anslinge
stalled a anti-cannabis movemen
telling the public majijuana leads tc
killings, sex crimes and insanity."

News...
. ..... 3-S
Commentary/Opinion ....... .. 6/7
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• Murder suspect
to be extradited,
Roberto says Israel

Coca-Cola CEO
dies at65

Coca-Cola Chainnan
C. Goizueta died Saturday of
cancer-related causes in Atlanta.
Goizueta was a Cuban
immigrant who worked his way
through the ranks of the company to
the position of chainnan 16 yean;
ago.
Goizueta, a heavy smoker, was
first hospitalized Sept. 6 after being
diagnosed with lung cancer. He
underwent chemotherapy and
radiation treatments and was
released Sept. 22.
He owned 16 million shares of
Coke stock, worth nearly $ I billion,
making him the first person to reach
billionaire status in a company he
did not help found or take public.

Israel 's attorney general ruled
that a U.S. teenager charged with a
dismemberment kill ing in the
United States can be extradited,
said the country's Justice Ministry
Sunday.
U.S. Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright personally
asked Israel to do all it could to
hand over the suspect, Samuel
Sheinbein, 17. Sheinbein fled to
Israel in September and claimed
citizenship on the basis of his father
having been a citizen. By law,
Israeli citizens cannot be extradited.
He is wanted in the U.S. for trial
in the killing of Alfred Tello, 19.

Tello's body was found burned
without anns and legs 'in !-'faryland.

Trade war with
J apan avoided
The U.S. and Japan negotiated a
deal Friday settling a trade dispute
which would have had the U.S.
Coast Guard blocking Japanese
ships from entering U.S. ports.
Negotiators in both countries
reached an agreement which will
allow American ships better access
to Japanese ports.
·
U.S. shippers have complained
for years about strict rules in
Japanese ports which drive up
costs. The ban on Japanese ships
would have dramatically effected
holiday sales in this country.
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Lack of communication causes confusion
Inaccurate undergraduate bulletin may mislead students
by Kristin Albrecht

follrth graders how to play folk songs," wooq
said. 'They need to know how to teach tliese
students to play." · ·
Another related class is the guitar one-onone lessons. These
· currently are not being
funded and the class is
not offered, even
though it is in the
undergraduate
bulletin.

which lessons are offered, and the funding
needs to go toward the instruments that
students are using.
A lack of communication between
"We can only spread it arourltl the best we
students and their departments is a cause of
can," Wood said.
confusion for course registration.
Another
Many students use the undergraduate
department facing this
bulletin to map out what classes they plan on
same di lemma is
taking for their degrees and certificates. This
Communication
may not always work for the students'
Disorders.
benefit.
Department
Instead, students may become frustrated
Wood said he was
Chairman
Gerald
when they find out many of the classes in the contacted by a student
La Voi said there has
bulletin are not offered, or are offered every who wants to transfer
been
confusion
few years.
to SCSU winter
regarding the deaf
Gerald LaVoi
For example, guitar lessons ·are offered · quarter from Black
education minor. .
'The
deaf
through the music department, according.to Hills
Community • CHAIRMAN OF COMMUNICATION DISORDERS
the undergraduate bulletin. The Music College. This student
education minor is
Department Chairman Bruce Wood said the is majoring in music
being offered,''. said
lessons are offered alternate years instead. and wants to take
LaVoi. He said the
The reason for this is most students who take guitar lessons. He will have to take private sign language classes, which equal four
the lessons are music education majors and lessons off campus, but. Wood said he will credits, are not offered at SCSU. Instead,
need to know how to teach guitar.~
receive some credit through the college.
students are taking the classes at St. Cloud
"Many of our students will be teaching
He said guitar is only one instrument "of Technical College.
CO-NEWS EDITOR

I guess this could
become a truth in
advertising problem.

LaVoi said the university ha5 not been
able to secure a sign language instructor. A
request for an instructor has been put in for
next year.
'1 guess this could become a truth in
advertising problem," ~Voi said.
La Voi said students need to realize that the
undergraduate bulletin is not necessarily what
classes will be offered during their ye~ at
SCSU. The classes listed are the required
classes for the departments.
LaVoi also said departments. may change
their degree requirements after the bulletins
have been printed.
Wood suggested students register for fall
quarter before the beginning of the fiscal year
_ July J. This gives the departments a chance
to submit their budgets and offer classes
students want
The main point LaVoi gave was students
need to be in contact with their departments.
Thesearethepeoplewhoknowwhichclasscs
will or will not •be offered for upcoming
quarters.

Student Government
encourages higher
voter turnout
by Sarah Stoermann
STAFF WRITER

Why docs such a small
percentage of students vote in the
Student Government elections?
"Only eight percent of students
voted in last spring's Student
Government election," said Amy
Hanson, Student GovernlTlent
senator at large and vice finance
chaiiwoman. "It is rare that more
than 10 percent vote, it is usually
around five percent."
Hanson said she thought lack of
student knowledge was a big reason
for the poor voter interest.
"Students either don 't know
· about the -elections or don't know
anyone running for a position.
Apathy is another reason students
don't vote," said Hanson.
Senior Jason Jegers said h~ has
voted in elections when he knows
the candidates, but does not vote if
he is unfamiliar with the candidates
· and for what they stand.
"I probably won't vote because I
don't know what is going on, or
exactly
what
the
Student
Government does," said freshman
MiChele Christensen.
Senior Johanna Nelson said she
lhoughl letting students know what
the government does would spark
interest.
"Many students don't care or
don't feel affected by government,"
said Nelson. Advertising and.trying
to reach a diverse group of students
would help students see how they
are affected." •
"Student Government needs to
be more vocal on who they are,
wha1 they do, and what they stand
for. For me, Student Government
isn't very important because I don't
know what they do," s~id Jegers.
The Student Government has
been promoting the election for
College Senator positions, which
will be taking place Oct. 21 and 22,
in hopes of increasing the voting
percentage. College Senators
represent the students from their
college. There are five colleges
with two representatives each. It is

their responsibility to meet with the
dean of the college they represent
four times a year. They are also
allowed to vote at the government
meetings.
Voting will be held at Garvey
Commons from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.;
in Atwood Memorial Center from 9
am. to 5 p.m., and in Centennial
Hall from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
The lOCations are set up to make
voting convenient for as many
students as possible, Hanson said.
The only requirement to vote is
a validated student identification.
IDs can be validated in AMC,
room 106,from 8a.m.to4:30p.m.
"We have tried to make voting
as easy as possible to encourage
more students to vote," Hanson
said.
Student Government has been
trying to become a more visible part
of
the
campus.
Stu0ent
Government Update Live runs on
KVSC every other Frida)! at 12:30
p.m. Here student government
representatives address pressing
issues and give students a chance to
call in with questions. There is also
a Student Government web page,
which can be accessed by going
into the SCSU homepage, then into
Student Life.
Student Government will be
running ads before movies at the
Cinema Arts Theater. They will be
running for 13 weeks, beginning in
late January. llie plan for the ads is
to introduce the SCSU · student
senate and their responsibilities. As
the spring presidential election
approaches, the ads wi ll include
publicizing the spring election.
There are many aspects to
Student Government. A few of the
more visible project·s they are
responsible for are the Designated
Driver Mugs and the mayoral
debates taking place on campus.
Anyone can be part of Student
Government
by
joinihg
a
committee. Those interested can
call Student Government at 2553751 or stop in the office at AMC,
room 116.

Julia Peterson/ASSOCIATE. E.DrTOR

The Sonare Orchestra and Concert Choir perform "Flos Campi" by Ralph. Vaughan Williams
during A Concert of Discovery Sunday evening in the Kimberly A. Rttsche Auditorium. The piece
featured Coca Bochonko on viola and is based on the biblical book, Song of Solomon.

Concert

1
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"I was going through some of
my mail while I was teaching high
school in Climax, Minn. and came
across Bruce's name in one of the
fliers," said Mi.instcrman. "I gave
the idea of going back to school
some thought, and after seeing his
name, I considered."
After graduating from Augsburg
College, Munstennan moved
around teaching high school music,
before he decided to further his
education at SCSU.
Before coming to SCSU,
Munsterman taught K-12 in
Climax.
Munstennan, in his second year
of graduate school, plans on
graduating this spring and is getting
his master's degr.ee in conducting.
Munstennan is a part of the
SCSU orchestra, which perfonned
four pieces following the choir part
of the concert yesterday afternoon,
in which Munstennan is the only
,graduate student:
This · was the first of two
concerts the choir and orchestra
will perform for the 97-98 school
year.
This was the first fall concert
which was
angled
toward
discovery, in the past the fall

concert had been called the
classical cook-out.
According to Wood, the choir
and orchestra didn't only want to
spend that much money on the firs(
concert with a cookout following
the concert.

I thought it was a

really good start
for the year and
we have a lot of
talented people in
the orchestr'f
Anthony Munsterman
GRADUATE STUDENT

"It went real well, and I was
pleased with yhe discovery part of
it," Wood said. "It's something I've
always wanted to do."
The concert was followed with a

reception in the Atwood Memorial
Ballroom, where friends and family
visited with choir and orchestra
members.
"I thought it was a really good
start for the year and we have a lot
of talented people in the orchestra,"
Munsterman said.
The next performance where
the choir ·and orchestra perform
together will be during the holiday
season and will be titled The Holly
Day Concert.
"It's the best attempt at having a
Christmas concert, without having
it purely a Christmas concert."
"I have always wanted to teach
band everywhere I've been and I
thought coming back to school
would help give me an edge for a
better band position," Munsterman
said.
Up next for the Munsterman
and the orchestra is a three day tour
in Minnesota on NoV. 6-8 . The tour
will include cities of Owatonna,
Edina and Buffalo.
Music plays a large role in the '
Munstennan family. Anthony's
wife Brigit! is also studying music
education at SCSU and plans on
graduating next year.
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Grube's plan
calls for transit
center next fall
by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

A service and transit center is
under development for the South
end of campus and is another step
in the SCSU Physical Master Plan.
The service and transit center
will be a Well lit place to get out of
·the weather. and will be open 24
hours a day.

Vice President for_ Academic

HUMAN BOWIJNG BAU

paying for the s'ervice and transit

center.
The university wants the center
to be obvious and it should have
enclosed waiting areas for those
people waiting for the Husky
Shuttle.
The center. is another part of
President Grubc's physical master
plan. This plan has three' main
coniponents. First, to make the

campus

•appearance

more

Affairs Eugene Gilchrist said many appealing. Then, to better define the
ideas are being looked at for the cari:tpus
and
to
rationalize
center. These include having coffee transportation throughout the
and rolls for sale. Other services campus.
may include selling newspapers,
Gilchrist said there is nothing
dry cleaning and video rental.
really wrong with the university's
ARAMARK has expressed campus, but Grube would like to
interest in the project, and Gilchrist build on and improve what already
said they have been veiy helpful.
exists.
The contract has been bid on by
These improvements include
one local construction firm and construCting walking trails on the
further development is needed for West bank of the Mississippi River
the project. It is expected to cost and imp.roving parking on the
between $150,000 to $~00,000. South end of campus.
This ..yill be paid for by putting
The plans for parking include
together future sources of university reinforcing current transportation
revenue.
Gilchrist said the and changing thC route of traffic
university is now facing a $2.5 within the campus.
million deficit.
According to Gilchrist, 16th
Students· were involved in the . Street was rerouted and Third
planning of the center through Avenue will be changed into First
Student Government. 1bey to ld the Avenue. This sumlTier a new sewer
administration what they wanted in system was installed and the
the center. If the center does have parking lots South of the hockey
· food and other services Gilchrist center were paved. In 1998 these
said they would hire students.
lots will be landsca~ and the
The center will 6e where die semce ancl transit center will l:ie
Robel and Landy meat packing built.
plants were originally. These plants
The planning of the service and
were demolished
after the transit
center
will
take
university bought the property.
approximately one more year.
The concrete was soM by the
"An ideal time frame for us
university for use· in roads would be to finish the center by
~d the money is going toward next fall," Gilchrist said.

Newman Center. The Catholic Church on Campus.

Scott Anderson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Director of University Organizations R·hoda Schrader straps up Rosemont second grader Mathew
DeRyckere for the _human bowling ball Saturday at the Husky Hoopla in Hallenbeck Fieldhouse.

The sky's the limit for
meteorology graduate
by Tyson Jahn

found out how much they made, the
long hours they put into their work.
I didri't want to doit," Jedda sai<I.. ''I
was always fascinated in weather,

8TAFF.-M'1TER

John Jedda, a 1993 SCSU
alumnus, is currefltly ':VOrking for
KMSP-9, as a meteorologist.
Jedda
works
with
Joe
Digiovanni and Steve Wohlenhau5;
airing up-to-the-minute weather on
the hour and performs major
weathercasts at both 9 and JO p.m.
He also does radio work as part
of Weather Eye Inc., which
broadcaslS to sevi:ral Minnesota
radio stations, including WJON
1240 AM in St. Cloud.
KMSP is located in St. Paul and
sel"Ves the Minnesota region.
'Thousands of people watch the
weather on television and it gives
me the chance to predict the
future!' Jedda said. ''Up until now,
this hasn't been done before."
Jedda graduated with a degree
in meteorology and was close to
achieving a double major with
teaching, but fell short by
approximately 30 credits. He was
involved
in
meteorological
activities and helped professors
with projects· in his spare time, but
. meteorology wasn't always what
Jcdda wanted to do with his life.
· "What 1 first wanted to be in
college was a journalist, but when I

though."

Thousands ofpeople
watch the weather
on television and it
gives me the chance
to predict the future.
John Jedda
METEOROLOGIST

1be proximity to the Twin Cities
and good professors are what Jedda
loved most about SCSU.
"I loved the city," he said. "It
was only 50 minutes from my
home in Coon Rapids ·and SCSU
had top notch professors. I went to
a
lot
of schools, but none of them
compared to SCSU."
Since it was Homecoming last
weekend,
Jedda
commented

on the exploitation the media has
had portr.i.yed about the college
1:ieing a "Party school."
"One bad group of kids ruins the
image of a whole school and gives
it a bad name," he said. 'The only
thing you can do is to learn from
the mistakes that were made."
A common complaint about
meteorologists is they aren't
consistent with predicting the
weather.
"Sometimes there's a lot of
conflict in ,he job, but you have to
be yourself, both in person and on
television," Jedda said. "When
you're on television you can't make
you r audience feel stupid, you must
explain what you're talking aboul,"
Jedda said students interested in
meteorology need to stick with it.
"Have a thick skin. Believe in
yourself," Jedda said. " I had agents
and producers 'telling me that I
would never be where I am today,
but right now I am in -the 14th
largest market in the country."
SCSU
Professor Gregory
Nastrom remembered having Jedda
as a student. "He was a good
student. He participated in field
trips, and helped take care of the
weather maps after his classes,"
Nastrom said.
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Advisor training sessions are Holder said. "It is a record of what
being iniplemented for each you· do until graduation. Keep it
department to inform the students until you have a degree in hand."
within their majors about the
An appeals process is being
impact it will have on a department established for students who feel
level.
that the semester conversion win·
One of the ways Academic put them at a disadvantage.
Affairs is informing students about
The
appeals
procedures
the change is through a Semester currently being designed will solve
Planning Guide. This guide will be 90 percent of the problems at the
a rough fonn of the new catalog departmentaJ.. level. Extreme cases
andwillbeused
will be handled
by advisors to
~
. through
the
help plan out ====to
■•
■F=== Academic Affairs
what students
office.
should
do
"We
are
before
the
developing
a
conversion
TTiechanism
to
takes place.
solve
any,
is "Oi:co:~:
advising,

:t::~~t·

We q,re
developing ·a
mechanisin to
solve a,v,
problems.

~:1:;n~•d. "We
are
not

said
~:t::z;i~?t~~:
Holder. "Even
institution. We are
if you plan to
Lin Holder
committed
to
never see your
ASSOCIATE. VICE PRESIDENT
making this as
advisor; d9 it
FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
straight forward
now." ·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ for students as we
Academic
can."
Affairs is working with each
Academic Affairs is attempting
department to custom design an to infonn students of the impacted
advising plan specific 10 each .changes with a comprehensive
department. A booklet is also being publicity campaign. The focus of
created to infonn students about the Academic Affairs is to solve the
history of lhe conver~ion process.
curriculum before the public
"For specific infonnation, you relations work begins.
will have to meet with your
Academic Affairs has asked
advisor," Williams said. "If you feel students to be patient and reassures
that the advisor is not reliable, talk students that infonnation will be
to the department chair."
forthcoming.
When students meet with their
"Students need to hang on for a
advisor they fill out a shee! that lays bit, then we'll let them know wha1
out courses taken over the is going on," Holder said. "My desk
remainder of their college career. is burdened with paperwork right

English cla$S exemption
unknown to most students
policy can be advantageous to students.
Amy_Keiser
''Certainly students don't have to take a·course that
A policy exempting students from having to'" take they're already profjcient in. It~s convenient for them. It
English 162 exists at SCSU, and many students are saves students time, effort and money."
He said demonstrating ,proficje:ncy in English c_:an
unaware of it, especially upperclassmen.
. This policy states that if a student scores a 25 or allow students to move onto a subject in which they are
higher on the English portion of the ACT exam, they do not proficient.
"I'm wondering if students are concerned about
not have to take English 162, a general education
getting into 162. and 163," Sebberson said.
•
.
requirement necessary to graduate.
. Sebberson said students should try to get through
The policy was developed by the English Chainnan
Robert Inkster and the Director of Composition David both courses before the semester transitiOn. He said if it
Sebberson which affected studenl entry in 1996 and is not possible, students should wait until the next
1~7. It was implemented with lhe stude·nt in mind. Its school year
The new course that will come \nto effect after {he
purpose was to help in the process of switChing from
quMCrs to semesters, a practice beginning with the ·semester transition is not necessarily a combination of
English 162 and 163. However, the four-credit class
on;~~!~i~;x':~~J~·targeted toward helping ·wm involve lessons on research writing, -which is the
incoming freshmen. Sebberson said it was designed to fundamental characteristic of 163. Scbberson said the
department will offer different qualifiers for testing out
~li~;:~h~~~s~!~%~gle~~~:tudents may face when of-the new course.
Currently, the English department will be teaching
"We understand it can be frustrating for students,"
five additional sections of 162 winter quarter, which are
Sebberson said.
lnfomiation regarding this policy is given ·during not listed in the registration bulletin. As for 163,
Sebberson recognized that it is very difficult to enroll in
freshmen orientation.
Sebberson believes that academically, it would be the course;
"We're constantly reviewing issues and problems,"
more beneficial to students to take the course, instead
Sebberson said. "We've poin(ed this out as a problem
of waiving it.
"I think students in a way are missing out," that simply needs more funding . We don't have enough
Scbberson said. "University-level. writing tends to be resources. We need more resources. Budget is tight." ·
The resources the English Department does have
different. However, we don't think we' re cheating
will be used for teaching 163 winter and spring quarter.
students, either."
"I thirik. we will be offering enough sections of 163
He maintains students will still have writing
experience, and that is important to succeed in college- so t~at students who have taken 162 will be ~ble to take
163. We think we have enough sections· but, just
level courses.
~
"We wouldn't have done this if there wouldn't have enough," Sebberson said.
Sebberson offers advice th:lt students should be
been a budgetary crunch," Sebberson said.
Myron Umerski, RegisU}lf/Director of Advising and aggressive when registering for English 163.
"Start registering immediately. Don't wait even five
Orientation, said student advisors are aware of the
policy and infonnation regarding the plan is part of the minutes. Don't get hung up on the theme or don't get
advising material given to smdents. Umerski said this hung up on the times, and you'!f be okay."

no1 ~ f t ; ;ri~d~~~:~~~; lhe " ::;;;":;;;;;;"===,e,F==';'=::""====,,==,,========s=====

- - - - - ,;i;;~jii;~~
reafi:r-:~h~~T~aetffltfa11i~
of what.is in store for them.
"It is like a little contract
between you and the university,"

conversion process can be found at
www.stcloudstate.edu/semester/ind
ex.html
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idea aad concept

by Mandy Jackson

"I think he deserves a lot of
credit for trying to pull this thing
together," Wegener said.
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One student has decided w yearbook together in the past, with)
produce a yearbook for the 1997-98 a new editor chosen every year. "It
school year at SCSU - somelhing was all students with a faculty
that has not been done since 1979.
adviser," Schenck said.
Moses Reyes transferred here
Student Government has been
from DePaul University in Chicago supportive of the idea and concept
to au end classes al SCSU this fall. of the yearbook as well, Reyes said.
When he came to SCSU, he looked. He asked Student Government tb
through the archives and found that sponsor him so he could sell
SCSU has not had a yearbook for yearbooks a\ Husky Hoopla last
almost 20 years.
Saturday.
SCSU Archivist Pat Schenck
the funds to produce the
said 1979 was the last year SCSU yearbook are coming from
had a yearbook. "But it pad been hit advertising i[\ the yearbook and
and miss, from 1970 and on it was from sales of the yearbook, Reyes
never published every year," · said. Funds so far for ·advertising
Schenck said.
the yearbook itself have co111e from
Schenck said she has never Reyes. "Basically, it's coming out
found anything 1'1at ~;,:plained why of my pocket," he said.
the yearbook has not continued to
Reyes said he has just started to
qe produced from year to year. "I sell advertising. He will be selling
Can make guesses, but I don't know ads on a hands-on, One-to-one basis
for sure," Schenck said.
Reyes .said.
- Reyes has worked on school
Recently, Reyes attended a
yearbooks since he was in junior weekl y St Cloud Chamber of
high school, he said.
Commerce meeting to let area
Reyes said he has several people businesses know there will be a
who may help him put the yearbook yearbook '1nd they can buy ad space
together_ "Up to this point it's in it, he said.
physically been mysclf(working on
"Soon there will he advertising
the yearbook)," he said.
all over campus," Reyes said. He
Reyes said Barry Wegener, said there will be advertising so
people on campus will know that

yearbooks will be available this
year.
The yearbooks will be sold for
$29.50.
Reyes said one of the biggest
problems so far has been seeing
what others think of the yearbook
idea. "I'm 1rying to study t~e whole
school and their· response to i1,"
Reyes said.
Reyes said the yearbook is
important because it captures
important moments of a year on
campus. "It's a memory. It puts it all
in one book. It's not everything, but
it has 1he highlights."
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No riot footage available
for this sad incident
involving alcohol
All the recent media coverage focused .on the SCSU
Homecoming and the dangers of all students in town
partying and drinking.
·
Ironically, somewhere else in Steams County, a
person with no connection to Homecoming or SCSU
was drunk·and driving a car. Now a human being is
dead.
John Carl Anderson led police officer Joseph
Schmitz on a.high-speed chase Wednesday night - the
heart of Homecoming week at SCSU.
Around this time, Gary Westby, 51, of Spicer was
on his way to watch his son Brian, a high school
senior, play football in St. Cloud. As he pulled foto an
intersection in Paynesville, his car was struck by
Schmitz' patr9l car. An officer was attempting to do
his job, yet an innocent citi,:en died.
Incidences like this remind us how upfair the world
is and that cops are human beings too; they are not
perfect.
It's sad it takes incidences like this for media
organizations to leave SCSU alone. This event is a
wake-up call for the local media, residents and
government to realize all people are in danger of the
effects of alcohol.
St. Cloud is uptight about alcohol, mainly when-it
concerns SCSU and students - however, in light of
recent media coverage, it seems these views are based
on footage and memories from "riots" which occurred
during a Homecoming 10 years ago. ·
Two incidences involving alcohol and its effects one in l988, one last week - received similar media
coverage. One, an incident the police and the media
wish they could forget; another, they seem to love to

remember.
·
Perhaps it is time-to reconsider these views and
focus on the real issues - not a past that cannot be
changed.
Anderson had a fong criminal history. Maybe
obvious problems should be society's focus, not
creating a problem for a college on the mend and
studenis with a future. Shouldn't preventing senseless
deaths be a bigger worry than a college homecoming?
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Headless frog embryo raises
questions about cloning

I

In the Oct. 19 issue of
the Saint Paul Pioneer
Press there was a story
called "Headless frog
b
d

cloning, When! first
chance to 6e a twin?
heard about Dolly, the
There is a flipside to
world's first cloned
this issue, though. We can
mammal, I was intrigued,
save lives.
but scared
The Pioneer Press
The ide~ of
article said the organs
follow." It seems
\
cloning sounds
would exactly match those
that British
like a sci-fi flick- of. the patient. This would
scientists have
.. · ,.
headless frogs and eliminate the threat of
created a frog
__,.
humans roaming
rejection. It would also
embryo without a
the Earth. To a
help the shortage of
head.
· :
certain extent:
organs for transplant.
. Why, a person
though this is real.
The argument being
may ask, would
Cloning touches given is that without a
scientists be spending their all of us. We are watching braieior central nervous
time with a headless frog.
it on the news,
'' .
system, the
The reason is they want reading about it
organism
to perfect this technique to in the paper and
may not
someday produce headless hearing it on the
te.chnically
human clones to grow
radio.
The idea sounds qualify as
organs and tissues for
When Dolly
like a sci:fi j1ick an embryo.
transplanting.
was born, the
The
The scientists believe
world was a
- headless frogs scientists
the technique could be
buzz with the
and humans . claim they
adapted to grow human
news. Now we
can
organs such as hearts,
have all fallen
roaming the
reprogram
kidneys and livers in an
back into our
Earth.
the embryo
embryonic sac living in an daily routine and
to only
artificial womb.
cloning is old
grow the
At this Point, none of
news.
parts the person needs.
the embryos grown by the
The question is, should
This way they would not
scientists at Bath
it be old news?
be growing an intact
University were allowed
If we sit back and let
embryo.
to live longer than one
these scientists do what
Even so, isn't this still
week.
they want, what will
an embryo?
I guess I wonder where
happen?
I do feel we all need to
do we draw the line? Are
A couple of generations be aware of the situation.
we. fooling around with
down the line will people
Otherwise, we may all
Mother Nature a little too
be cloning themselves or
have clones of ourselves
much?
others to have children?
running around without
That's the problem with
Will everyone have the
even knowing it.
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KVSC's Trivia
'almost here'
for die-hards

The opinions expressed on this page
do not necessarily represent the views
of UNIVERS/1Y Cbrontcle.
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THIS 1s fANT~STIC/ Now r .
CkN GET M<lNEY foR
SCHooL .WI/IL[ l'M
D{)\,JNl.oADIYG 'Sl1UT/

The roommates were sitting around one lazy
afternoon, watching 'The Money Pit" on cable.
Funny stuff ..
Suddenly, a commercial for some Stonntrooper
room alarm came on, followed neatly by another
Star Wars pitch -- this one for
the Star Wars Trivia Book.
"Thousands of questions,
thousands of answers."
Answers. Trivia Answers.
One roommate looks at the
other, the other already

SUNDVALL

looking his way.
"We're both thinking the
same thing ... " says he.
If you're not familiar with
KVSC's Trivia weekend you

may want to cease reading and go and do

something really important like watch TV. Trivia is
not for the weak, the meek or the mellow. Trivia is
a way of life for many weirdos, an all-consuming,
clip-out-and-write-down-everything-that-might-bea-question-and-file-it- away life. The fever has
already started to consume one household, though
this house and home may be a bit like any other in
the world of Trivia.
I'm GDI. I li ve in Panties Waaay Too Tight
headquarters.
GDI and Panties -- the yin and yang of Trivia.
But here we co-exist. Pay our bills sort of on
time, make an effort together at keeping the house
clean, and work together to keep the lawn mowed
or the house painted or the dishes done or the
bathroom tidy.
Every now and again GDI and Panties enjoy a
beer, or several, at Stand Up Scott's -- the bar my
roommate fashioned from his old waterbed frame
and placed at one end of the Panties' basement
Trivia room. GOT and Panties laugh and party and
live together in a singular community.
But when it comes to matters of Pure Trivia,
those areas are sacred. One time I placed my
prized maroon GDI hat on a Panties' bookshelf
while one roommate and I were at Stand Up
Scott's. I placed it right next to the Trivia Attack
army helmet. It just didn't look right.
In this house Trivia is the thread that ties
together and separates at its Trivial will. Friendship
only goes so deep. But Trivia permeates the spirit,
an omnipresent competition where one roommate
will see something on the tube and will write it
down, only to have the other crane his neck and
hope he can see the newly scriQbled paper.
There is three months and change to go before
the first question is thrown out at 5 p.m. on Feb. 6
by SCSU President Bruce Grube. Many teams are
already gearing up; Those Meddling Kids, and the
Learned Pigs, and the Voodoo Dolls and the
defending champions Animal House have all likely
started their planning and preparations. Each has
their own way, their own path to Trivial
enlightenment. Each has their own way of finding
the focus that will bring one more Trivia answer.
But here orl the South Side, one house is already
well tuned in and turned on.
Only three months to go before we all drop out
for a weekend ..

Humanist thought creates individuals
2. Are all atheists/agnostics/humanists bad? Are
The basic reasoning of a humanist is the belief in
they all damned to hell? Justify your answer with
the betterment of society through the use of ethics
from a non-religious viewpoint. Basically, humans
quotes from the Bible.
3. If someone accepts Jesus and is "saved," but
can figure out the difference between what's right
and wrong based on their experiences: Intelligent,
then turns away from Jesus, is he still saved?
freethinking people believe in the power of one's
4. Explain why your god created humans as
mind, ihe ability to believe in oneself instead of ·
impetfect, then set his standards so high no one
blindly following others. On the other hand,
could possibly live up to them, then punishes us for
not living up to his standards. Doesn't this also
Christianity states that you must follow the preset
rules or you will spend eternity in a fiery "hell" if
constitute entrapment?
·
you do not repent. A religion based on a OOOk of
5. What is it about humanity's torturing and
fiction, a book of riddles with.contradictions and
killing of your god's only son that made your god so
fables, can hardly be considered healthy.
happy he again promised eternal life to everyone
Don't agree? Perhaps answering a few simple
who believed in him?
questions would prove me wrong. Under no
I'll leave you with a quote to think about:
circumstances will "The Lord works in mysterious /
"A tack point heavenward when it causes the most
ways" be accepted as a legitimate answer.
mischief. It has many human imitations," (Texas
I. .Explain why being a good Christian requires
Shiftings).
you to push your views on others. If you don't
Chad Motzko
believe you have to push your views on others,
Junior
explain why you do not believe this, despite the fact
BCIS major
the New Testament seems to suggest you must do
this to get to heaven (see Matthew 28: 19-20).

Personal opinion should not be only viewpoint
Contrary to the Oct. I 3'luticle
by Muriah Miller, responses to
important.historical questions in a
university setting.ought not to be
side-stepped as being simply
"personal opinion."
One of the major reasons
universities exist is to enhance
critical thinking skills. Using the
historical and/or scientific
method(s), members of university
communities seek to establish

conclusions based on the use of
systematic and cumulative
procedures, which include
objective collection of data as a
possible and precise definition of
terms. The conclusions thus
reached are open to review by
members of the community and
become far more than mere
"personal" opinion.
'fl:iis article perpetuates the
non-analytical climate that makes

specific, general education
courses enhance citizenship skills
necessary here at SCSU.
A democracy cannot function
with citizens ..yhose only
viewpoints are their personal
opinions.
Thomas O'Toole
Professor
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
St. Cloud State University
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Attention: Aviation Students

Flight Physical

Only ,$ 30
with stu den t ID

·Occupational
Medicin~
Clinic

!?EDUCE

~ECYCLE

D.M. Van Nos trand, M.D.
4180 Thielman Lane, Suite 104-St. Cloud
· (320) 251-3666

A brilliant move.
Gift set includes: City Block SPF 15,
Dramatically Different Moisturizing Lotion,
Seashel l Pirlk Eye Shadow, Non-Aerosol

Hairspray, Turnaround Cream, Different
lipstick in Raspberry Glace, Almost lipstick
in Slack Honey clnd Eyeglass Case.
You rs FREE with any $15 or more Clin ique"

purchase.

One per customer, please., while supplies
last.

Clinique"
Allergy Tested. 100% Fragrance Free.

The expert is in 24 hours a day:
www.cl inique'.com

-

We Invite you to use your
Rose Cord or open an insfCilt
charge when you shop.

We honor VISO, MasterCard. American Express & NOVLJS-cords. Store hours! Store hours! Store hours!
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Big plays Cbntinue in 43-28 win
·

· Early jump boosts Huskies to Homecoming victory
"

.

_;,

•

b~ Rob LaP/a~te

·'
lead and- helped

5pO',rr8 EDITOR

•bring a,

'

26-.9 halftime

advantage into the locker rpom. _
''We were able to get spme big plays from

Not many times a team can allow 19
straigh~ opposing points and win a football

Miller:

aiid

McKinney,"

Martin

said.

"McKinney has the ability to get_open and
make big plays after he catches the ball, and
Miller has the ability to get him the ball,

game by 15, but that was· the scenario in
Saturday's 4.3-28 SCSU homecoming victory
-which has really worked " out well this
over Augustana College at Selke Field.
With the Huskies leading_36-9 midWay season."
through lhe third quarter, the VOOngs began to
McKinney continues his pursuit on SCSU
make a game of things after scoring three
~~~ered touchdowns, closing the

recei'tc'.ing records after four receptions

~ 1.tO · Satu~~!~e~i.4_~a:sHuskies

continued ··~ -

SCSU senior linefiacker John DesRoches, make big plays.
.,.,
who firiished with one of SCSU's three sacks,
11ie Huslcies created five mOre turnovers
said the team 'siart_ed ~to feel a · Saturday. ~y h~ two interceptions and
little·
fatigued
in
the
second recovered three fti_ugustana fumbles, one for a
half.
40-yard touchdown fumble recovery run by
"Personally, I was getting tired in lhe sophomore cornerback Larry Miller. - ·
second half," DesRoches said. "(Augustana)
The sudden barrage of turnovers this
made it interesting coming back like sea.5on iS ~xplainable DesRoches said
mey did, but we Were able to come up
"It's weird," DesRoches said. "last year
"th
b.
I
both "des f th
w'e had something like fi~ interceptions all
O
;~l.1'some ig pays on · · st
y year.~thinka)otto/ lo ,with.it_i~":'e~more
SCSU • foiled ~. any chance for ~ a expei;ienced defensively and m practice, we
Viking comeback after first year full back work on drills to cause turnovers."
Joe Keyes scored his second touchdowi:i of
The most encouraging· _thing for the""
the game on a one-yard run.
coa~hes and players is the Huslcies' quick
The drive was sparked by senior tail back stait Saturday.
• ·'.
:
Jeny Reitan's 91-yard run, setting up Keyes' , "We preached all week in p~tice to get
touchdown ll\11.
~~dt.o ~ quick start in Jhe first quart~~.. Miµtin
''Reitan's 91-yard run with four .,....
minuTes · remain·
in ·the _game was a big
,The H~kies responded, scoring _1 6 first
p
,
e'acrCoach Noel
Martin.
"The lead was really nice," DesRoches
·
The Hu~lcieS were able to string off said; "1,'o see the big crowd out there, we had
· a number of big" pi8.ys offensively and our adrenalin going early and it madt things
defensively.
more.relaxing ·defensively playing with a big
It only- took 1:38 i"nto the game for lead.' '·
. . the offense to 'spark after junior wide
The Huskies (3"-2 North Central
receiver Mike McKinney and junior Conference, 4.3 overall) will hit the road for ·
quarterback · Jon Miller connected for a a ·key NCC ntatchup Saturday in Grand
48-yard touchdown strike.
, Forks, N.D., against the Univcristy of.North ,
Later in the first half, the combination Dakota
!:)f Miller to McKinney stnick llgain, after a
"The win was big," DesRoches said.
SCSU quarterback Jon Miller eludes A1,1gustana's Andy Carlson during 77-yard touchdown pass.
"Now we cOO.trol our own destiny for the rest
Saturday's 43-28 Hu5kY victory at Selke Field. The Huskies are 4-3 overall.l .
The score gave the Huskies a 23-9 of the year, but the next t.hree weeks will be a
big challenge for us."

Irish spoil home
deb_uvfqr-SCS,U
by Rob LaP/ante

outshot them ·both nights and we
couldn't score, and when they had

SPORTS EDITOR
It is not- often one Player i~ a
make the difference,
but that was the case .this weekend
after the University of Notre Dame
swept the SCSU hockey team.
Except for. a span of J:09 in the
secondperiodofFriday'sg3ffie,the
Huslcies were otten left shaking
their . heads in the air, wondering
how to beat f:ighting Irish'
goaltender Matt Eisler.
The Huskies struck. for three
straight second pe~ods goals
Friday, giving SCSU a convincing_
3-0 lead. But, other than a goal
. scored Saturday night, Eisler would
P4Y spoiler in nets stopping 62 of
66.shots--for the weekend.
"(Eisler) played unbelievable~
team sport can

for them." said SCSU sophomore
defenseman

Tom

Lund.

"We

their opportunities they scored."
Lund played a key role
offensively _in the second period
Friday night ·/
ffe helped set up the games first
goal scored by. freshman forward
Peter Torsson. He assisted on the
second goal scored by sophomore
Mike Rucinski, and then he scored
his first goaJ.ohhe year, giving the
Huskies a 3-0 lead.
"Lund played well for us all
weekend." said SCSU Head Coach
Craig D_ahl,."~fellSively, we were
s~ng, Ollt we didn't~ the goals
and get tfie goaltendmg needed to
win."
Notre Dame yVould take over
offensively,
scoring
• four
unanswered ~s, thanks to some
11!:lp from the Huskies.
SCSU woo Id take five of the last

SCSU defenseman Josh DeWoH moves the puck up the ice during Saturday's game at the
National Hockey Center. Notre·Dame won Friday 4-3 In overtime and _Saturday~17
six penalties in the game, leading to
power play goals.
· "We just shot ourselves in the
foot," Rucinski said ''We can.'t ·be

~ Irish

taking holding penalties and taking

~

penalties while we are on the
Dahl agreed, saying the Huskies
power play. We played a third of the took too many penalties.
game shorthanded, which is
definitely a pivotal factor of the - -1

loss."

;__Go_;m_W_EE_KE_N_D_,R_A_GE_l_O-_
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Spikers no match for UN~ Husky runners
UNO on weekend road trip run into to11gh
NCC competition

by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Two questions lingered in the head of SCSU
Volleyball Head Coach.Dianne Glowatzke heading into
Friday's match against the University of Northern
Colora'do-who will step in as, the starting setter,
and has her team given up on the rest of the

season?
After dropping Friday's match 6-15, 3-15, 6-15 t0
UNC, Glowatzke · was left

with the same lingering
question.
.
"Before we took the floor
Friday night, I was worried if
our players had felt like giving

up," Glowatzke said. "It would
be very easy for a team to give
up with the kind of season we
are having."·
The effort shown in
Friday's game was not all there,
Glowatzke said and the
number,s prove it.
The Huskies had a season

RAOIAEL
OrsoN"

low .042 attack percentage, and
FIRST YEAR S1:.7TF.R
could muster only one solo
block.
.
'The way we played Friday, we could have easily
lost zero, zero, zero," Glowatzke said:
The HU.skies started Friday with · first year setter
Rachael Olson. After the first game, the Huskies
inserted first year setter Deb Carpenter.
Carpenter finished the game with 11 set-assists, and
had 46 set-assists for the weekend.
"We started Olson Friday night, and· Deb came in
and played well, and we went with her Saturday night,"
Glowatzke said. "Right now, we are not assuming

Weekend

PAGE

either setter will start. We will Have to see in practii;;e
this week who we are going to start this week."
the weekend was still a turning
Saturday night, the Huskies dropped their 11
bJI Rob LaPlante
point for our team."
scraight North Central Conference contest, losing in
SPORTS EDITOR
Like the men's team, the
three games to the University of Nebraska-Omaha, 815, 9-15, 8-15.
While the finishes were low for wofuen's teii.rri finished near .the
Even though the results were the same for SCSU, both the SCSU men•~ and women's bottom, but senior Janell Kriesel
Glowatzke said the effort was different Saturday night, cross country teams---the spirits said she saw a lot of I)OSitives from
and it looked like a team that was not giving up.
remained high.
the weekend.
,
"Saturday night, we showed no signs of giving up,"
The men's team finished
"I thought both our men's and
she said. "UNO played well seventh out of eight'leams with a women's teams nll! well," Kriesel
and they had three seniors that score of 186, and the women's said. 'The NCC is lhe toughest for
really played well for them."
squad finished ninth out of IO Division II runilers, and I feel we
Erin Shafer had 13 kills and teams, with a score of 194 at · are a.II working hard,"
Tanya Cate and Tracy Ankeny Saturday's
North · Central
Kriesel placed 23rd overal~ with
each had 11 kills for the Conference Championships in a time of 19:06.
Mavericks.
Fargo, ND.
North Dakota State University,
Senior outside hitter Juley
The men's team was led by who won the'. women's meet with a
Viger led the Huskies with 13 junior Greg Sorenson, who finished score of 51, also had the number
kills and eight digs.
18 overall with a tim~ of25:50.
one finisher in Mary Gill (17:54).
Carpenter had a strong
Sorenson said the time was Gill is a St.' Cloud native.
game with 30 set-assists, and a good, ~the knows he can improve.
Kriesel said the NDSU women
team high nine digs.
"I had a good strong race and I were pumped and had an advantage
DEB
"Normally, we have: been a am happy with my finish," uf running in their hometown.
CARPENTER
better team on Friday's," Sorenson said. "I know I can do
"(NDSU) has always had tough
46 St.T-ASS/S1S Glowatzke said. ''This better, and right now, I am still not runners," Kriesel said. 'Their fans
weekend, we came out flat · running at 100-percent health."
really get into it and they had a lot
Friday and bounced back
University of South Dakota's of people cheering for them this
Saturday. There is no excuse for the team being so up Matthew Hoyt finished first for the weekend."
and down this late in the season."
men with a time of24:15,
Finishing 34th overall was
The Huskies (4-20 overall, 0-11 NCC) will try to
Other finishers for the Huskies SCSU junior Amber Flohrs, with a
salvage their first NCC win this weekend, with matches were sophomore Colin Higgins at time of 19:24.
against North Dakota and North Dakota State 37th with a time of 27:08. Junior
''(Flohrs) really stepped up for
University at Halenbeck Hall.
Ryan Pryzbilla, senior Kerry the team," Kriesel said.
"One positive, is our next five matches will be Collins and freshman Pete Crandell
SCSU Junior Rebecca Trachsel
played at home," Glowa~ke said. "Our players really finished58,59,and60,respectively. finished 41st with a time of
like playing at home and it will be disappointing if we
"We still have not run a race 19:41.37.
. don't come away with some wins at Halenbeck."
where everyone has run well,"
SCSU will next run Saturday at
Sorenson said. "Overall, I thought the Mankato State Classic.

9

"Anytime you have a three-goal
''Those goals . happen and
lead, you should win," Dahl said. (Simon) got lucky and scored,"
"We took four penalties in the third I Rucinski said, describing the game
period and dug ourselves in a hole." winning goal. "We are taught to
With less than three minutes shoot the puck and it might go in."
remaining in the third period ·and
'That was an encouraging win,"
the score tied at three, Eisler came said Notre Dame Head Coach Dave
up big on a
Poulin. "We
handful
of
battled back
occassions.
from a 3-0
The first one
deficit
and
came with 3:09
Eisler had a
left in the game
terrific third
after
Eisler.
period
and
stoned
senior
for
l.ead, overtime
forward Mike '
us."
· Maristuen on a
Saturday
two-on-one
night, in front
breakout.
Craig Dahl
of
6,195
With less than
SCSLJ HEAD HOCKEY COACH scream;ng
a .
minute
fans,
the
remaining
in
Huskies struck
regulation, Eisler stopped Rucinski, first behind senior forward
who found himself all alone in front Sacha Molin's first goal of the
of the net, but could not get away a season.
good shot with the puck bouncing.
Unfortunately for the Huskies,
In the o_vertime, the Huskies got Eisler once again shut the door.
the first three shots on goal, but
Eisler would not allow a goal the
Eisler stopped. them all.
·
rest of the evening, despite 36 shots
The first shot for Notre Dame fired at him.
came I:22 into the overtime, and
"We outplayed them both
that proved to be the last shot of the nights," Rucinski said. "Once in a
contest, as Notre Dame forward while, a goaltender will win a game
Ben Simon scored his second goal for you and (Eisler) came up big for
of the game to send 5,554 fans at them." ·
the National Hockey Center
Notre Dame got two goals from
heading for the exits.
Steve Noble and one each from
The goal came on an innocent Aniket Dhadphale and Dan Carlson
play which Simon danced to the en route fo a 4-1 victory Saturday
left side of senior netminder Brian night.
Leitza's net.
The Huskies (0-2) will continue
Simon would do a soft wrap their homestand this weekend with
around.attempt which eluded Leitza a non-conference matchup with
anQ went in between his left pad Mankato State University.
and the post.

Anytime you have
a three goal
you shoul.d win.

University Village Townhomes
Openings for the 1997-1998 school year

Four bedroom townhomes for individual or
groups up to four,
Campus Clipper and Metro Bus service
with three trips per hour to SCSU
Features Include:
• Heated Swimming Pool
• Sand Volleyball Court
• Free Parking/Outlets
e Heat and Water Paid
• Phone/Cable in Bedrooms
• Ceiling Fans in Bedrooms
• Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwave/Dishwasher
• Air Conditioning
• Large Storage Room
• Frost Free -Refrigerator
• Laundry facilities
• Vending Machines
• Individual Leases
• Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

For Adult Housing at lts Best, Call 252-2633
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STUDENTS SAVE

20%
EVERY WfDNESDAY
ON All SERVICES.
STUDENT I.D. REQUIRED
(All services performed by
supervised students).

HAIR CUT
912 W. St. Germain

Downtown St. Cloud
251-0500

$ 2 .5 0
EVERYVAY

Gift Certificates Awarded.to Winners

Open Positions
Literary Arts Committee
Coordinator for Winter '97 to
Spring '98.
This committee programs a wide
variety of events including poetry
readings, creative ~riling contests,
presentations by regional and
national artists.
Applicaiions due Monday, Nov. 3,
4:30 p.m. in UPB Office, AMC 118

Help decide what nroe:cams yo
•Concerts
•Performing ·Arts
•Spotlight

•
®
FOR GROUPS.AND INfRAMURAL
TEAMS
T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, AND
JACKETS
WITH A FULL LINE OF HOCKEY EQU!PMENT

•Through Nov. 21
Exhibit: A Symphony of
Fun and Fruit
By: Nasser Pirasteh
Free Admission • Atwood Gallery

F

L

M

·•Oct. 23, 7 p.m.
Intematioo.al Series:
"Th.,-Revolt of Job"
•Oct.- 24-26, 7 p.m.
"The Cure"

2018 8th St. N. St. Cloud
(320) 2152-2800

i

We Want Your Appetite!

7

I At tlllrdlze.r the more you eat, the more you caol
ISAVE !. Pick up a Frequent Buyer Card and 1
:begin saving with these mouth watering deals!
:
IM&.ga-Monday: Sa.Ye 50 cents on every
I
:Monster Combo you can eat! No Limit!
:
ITwo for Tuesday: 2 Boss Burgers for $2
I

:work-;fQr Me! Wednesday: Save 50 ce_
n ts on
levery Works Combo you can eat! NO Limit!

:
I

:Thristy Thursday: Enlarge your drink for free:
lwith any combo purchase
:
:Frisco Friday: Save 50 cents on all Frisco
1

lcoinbos you can eat! No Limit!
:
Lower Level At~ood c,enter-SCSU
I

:
1
I

"3(dees,
~-----------------------J
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· i1n:li·kk

(Jreen JYlill
Legendary Food * Legendary Fun

(Lari• 14" DIM-lt•m, hand-tossed pescar■ or flat cr11st)

_1/6/ilBJ'LI/JJ/¥ -.259-6455

YI

00flJIJl6,. ,~

Mll';l>l1>F MOflJBIJ
4:00 · 6:30 awt 9:00 -12:00
Mon-Fri

•111z

SH-Tll■r

eia,~,: MPl:11/Zla~

•·1 ;,. 4p; Pl:R~O!Nl,U ~IJZI: eimzzA

Downton 1111111,11, lnnl Acnss tn11 Ntrw■st Bank
ElsY Wllklll dlSlaOCI tnm SCSUI

~

~

AT THEATRES OCTOBER 24

INSTANT CREDIT

Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
~
. Up To $10,000 Within Days!
~
No CREDIT, NO.JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!

~

no credit • bad credit • no income?
You Can Qualify To Receive
Two Of the Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!

Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

r.-----------------------------------------~
ORDER FORM

I
I

i YES!

I want .Credit.Cards immediately. Ce\•t·@Wii:l§•l·lf.l:l;M'M!
CRA, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

I

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I

Address-----'--~--'-,----------------'-

1

Clty _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ state ...... ~ - - Z l p _ _ __

l
I

I

Slgnaturelired

of Bein

U-----------------------------------------~

::....
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LIVING CANVAS

Photo,,. b'\ ,tiuu..,Opttli: an~ !iiih,r~ b;,, ,torhtb .llilll"t' ' •

Above, body-plerce_r.ileff ljunstlger'statLoo bogy-sult h;ls·been a wor1< in progress since the early
~ fMNle iitioe ~tre ~- -, tt "W)Hff T~Gawaul
...,...,;;;,,.;.;;,r,'fflllMMi'lii....iiiiiw.,iiiiwi,;;;;'""'-;,;;;;~.:...--.;,;i
des_ign and ap'plication. This is an example of lh_e traditional Japanese style of tattooing where all during h.i.s military days blossomed
Uie portrait and all of the
the symbols have a mythological """'"Ing i~ven with Hunstiger's life-experience. Above into art.
surrounding art"is in vibrant hues,
right, Hunsliger's righlforearm is a tribute to his father, Ralph'"l>aQ" Hunstiger who passed away
Tom and Candi Genereux own makingitdifficulttotakeone'seyes,
the Rising Phoenix Tattoo Studio in off the ann of a man which in
in 1992. Thi$ portrait by Generellx
first place fc.- portJ,llt at an i n t ~ competition.

"°"

Above, Sarah Babcock, 16
and a sophomore at
Marshall High School,
winced for a second after
body-piercing specialist
~ff Hunstiger, pierced her
navel.with a sterile needle:
This Is the step before the
navel ting is inserted.
Babcock's
mother
accompanied her and
agreed to the ring in
exchange for a promise
not to get a tattoo, which
is permanent. At left,
Babcock learns. how to
care for her navel ring.

St. Cloud, while · J.eff Hunstiger essence bears the biography of hls
provides body-piercing services.
father.
·
Recently, the studio .. and
Of six _people from the United
employees have beef! receiving States, Genereux was the only one
recognition and awards on national to win for a portrait. He competed
and international levels.
against 300-350 tattOO artists from
One award-winning portrait is Gennany, France, Italy and many
on Huristiger's arm. N hiS request, other places, coru;idercd the best in
Genereux tattooed a collage of the world.
Hunstiger's father and his life
In this five-state area, Genereux
coveriflg the t,ody piercer's right is one of two "people to ever win an
arm.
intematiorlli aw·arc1.
·
,-, The biggest of these awards was
They have also won natioflal
at an international tattoo conference awards in Colorado, Green Bay,
held in Dupstable, England, where Wisconsin, and in ·Sturgis, South
Genereux's JX)rtrait work claimed Dakota. In fact, because of so many
first prize in the portrait category.
wins, they are unable to compete at
Hunstiger was very precise and Sturgis any~pre. .
..
had looked for. the most capable
The road to this recogmt!Q_fl was
tattoo artist to perfonn !his task.
15 years long and full of different
·
"l looked very hard .for his expeciences.
quality of _work, and I wanted ir to
A friend started showing
be perfect," ·Hunstiger explained, "I Genereux how to tattoo, and a year
admit r' was- a little picky, but I later he realized he neecled to
wanted the best, and that's what I know how to draw and went to art
got." "'
.r
~ • scfiool.
Genereux did not rush into the
"You need to be an artist to be
process. He prepared with . 400 good in this rosiness. I have now
hours of sketching and artistry on mastered all the~ mediums of art,"
paper bef9re :ictually beginning the Gerereux said.
tattoo. .He said if you ~an't draw it
fk said apprenticeship is also
on paper, you can't pu~ it onto the very important in the learning
skin.
process of this art.
The ccntt!r of 'the ' collage is
Genereux apprenticed under
Genereux 's replication of a portrait Don Nolan, one of the best
of Hunstiger's father in black. and -tattooists in the world, in St. Paul.
white. Surrou·nding it ip bright Through teaching and friendship,
colors and artistry are such things Nolan~ shared his 40 years of
•as a.pack of Lucky Strike cigarettes knowledge.
Genereux
then
(contributed to his death), a fire developed and refined the teachings
truck (.he was a fireman), . an for himself.
American· flag with a hawk, ·- - - - - - - - signifying patriotism and the fact he
Go TO TAUOO, Pt GE 14-.
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Genereux and his wife are
now
tattooing
full-time
professionally
Using
the

knowledge he learned of a craft
that is more than I000 years
old.

At the Rising Phoenix, sign
at the door tells a person not to
enter if they are a minor, if they
are not sober or if they will need
to smoke inside.
"Our place is actually sterile
and clean enough, that we
were asked to help draw up
new health codes by the

health

department,"

said

Genereux.
~e Rising Phoenix. also has
a "Certificate of License for

Tatt~ing/Piercing" hanging
inside the studio.
"No one should get upset
about
inspections,"
said
Hunstiger, the store's piercer and
sterilization expert. "We do good
business- pure and simple- this
place
is
beyond · health
standards."
What "type" of person gets

tattooed or pierced?
"It would be shocking for
you to sit through a day here,"
said Hunstiger. "There are
doctors, nurses, lawyei-s, and
others
coming
in
for
tattoos/piercings, but our client
list is private, personal and in ·
strict confidenee."
For years, the stereotypical
image of bikers has walked hand
in hand with tattoos and
piercings.
"Our tattoos get reactions
from people. They are either
disgusted or they want to .look
cJo~r," fJt;!_lereux ..,exJ?laiped.
"For evel)' ten people that think
it is neat, two are disgusted."
As this stereotype prospers,
so does ignorance from the
general public.
·
"Mothers pull their children
out of the hotel's hot tub when
they see me get in," Hunstiger
said. "I explain that it is harmless
and it won't come off."
Evel)'thing in the studio has
been sterilized as well as or
better than in a hospital, as

At left, Candy Genereux,
one of the owners of the
Rising Phoenix, uses .a
tattoo machine to inject ink
into Eveslage's skin In the
image of a butterfly. Clients
are required to be drug-free,
sober, 18 or over, and not to
smoke inside.

13

Hunstiger used to be a medical
equipment inspector for the
govemmetft, but he said there are
always instances of closedmindedness.
"When I went in for knee
surgery, I saW the nurses double
up their gloves," said Hunstiger,"
arid One of the nurses became so
nervous she was unable to put
the IV into my ann."
Hunstiger has extensive
knowledge of the medical
profession and sterilization. This
gave him motivation to get into
piercing.
Now called the "Master
Body , Piercer'' on his business
cards, he has a number open to
reach him 24 hours a day, and at
times that is very convenient for
infonnation seekers.
"I get calls in the middle
of the night from people who
have severe infections, can't remove something, etc.," he
explained.
"They
usually
aren't even my customers,
they just get my number for
help."
Hunstiger told a SlOI)' of a
doctor from a surgical center
who called and told him that he
had a 13-year-old girl in
surgery who was so seriously
infected that he had to give her
anesthetics.
She had been pierced by her
friend and the doctor could not
identify the jewelry or a way to
remove it
Hunstiger identified the rare
fonn of bead jewelry over the
telephone, and told the . doctor
how to remove it with pliers,
saving the little girl a lot of trauma.
There are more than 9,{)(X)
tattoos to choose from, with
many other freehand options.
In the piercing department,
almost anything can be pierced,
from last year's navel piercing to
this year's common tongue and
nipple piercings.
"My -goal at the Rising
Phoenix is to provide the best
possible artwork when tattooing
people," said Genereux. "I had to
work hard to get where I am
today, and I want to give good
business."
The Rising Phoenix is
located right offdivision on 2 Jst
Ave. South, appointments must
be made in advance at
255-7305. The establislvnent is
licensed, educated, and up to
health standards.

The Verve throws a tantrum, runs away

Ii

by Betsy Cahill

the last couple of years. It scared

:~i~ ::~~t!:

getting lost in the shuffle," and it

Ji

MUSH; CRIJ1C
~~.t few times,
w~"; ~a~:/~~::t:~ain? The
Bands are a lot like bratty little
· Minnesota's owri Jay hawks
latest rumor is that the band's
kids. They want attention.
called it quits earlier this year.
sudden decision to refonn was
If they are hounded by media
Then, from out of nowhere, they
contrived by a suggestion from
and crazy fans they are
mystenously exploded
lead singer Richard Ashcroft's
upset If they are not
back onto the scene with
personal psychic advisor. For
gettmg the coverage and
the release of a new
Whatever reason, The Verve is back
cnt.J.cal acclaim they feel
album
~
and just as good as ever.
they deserve, they are
This 1s a ploy to
The third release from the band
upset
.__,
drrect warung media
of sma11 town Brits is fittingly
Remember when
attention back to the
titled "Urban Hymns," and is filled
your httle brother or
mus1c1ans
with stories and testimonials about
sister decided to run
The Verve has done
their migration from the small
away because "nobody
the same thmg They
United Kingdom town of Wigan to
loved them'I"
would hke you to
life as a rock star, touring the
Thi~ is a great
believe they have
World and seeing it all.
tec~nique also used by musicians
"always valued creativity above
The first single, ''Bitter SWeet
today.
commercia1ity and conviction
' Symphony," is an adequate "
The attention hungry Galagher
above convenience," as their latest
introduction to this journey. The
brothers from Oasis have broken
press release states. It is for this
Verve mixes British power pop
up their band a~ least 50 times over reason, they felt "their music was
with the symphonic sounds of

melodramatic strings, sounding a

the way Ashcroft deals with it.

bit ~
was written by Mick Jagger and
Keith Richards, of The Rolling
Stones. Ashcroft wrote and sang
the lyrics for the album.
In "Bitter Sweet Symphony,"
Ashcroft sings with his raspy
monotonous voice, "try to make
ends meet, try to meet somebody
and then you die."
That basically sums up the
philosophy Ashcroft has in all of
the lyrics on the album - the
depressing outlook is expanded
upon and we get a peek into
Ashcroft's life.
''The Drugs Don't Work" is a
solemn acoustic recording and the
most sensitive, touching song on
the LP. The lyrics tell of a person
living with a tenninal illness and

~;J~~~~:: ::g:~:2.;ork,
heaven calls, I'm coming too."
combined with other images create
a heart-wrenching, truthful
expression of love.
This theme carries throughout
the album, but never sounds
repetitive. The Verve's sound is
musically superior to British
counterparts and provides enough.
melodic diversity to last the entire
75 minutes.
Whether 'or not this
disappearing scheme has actually
worked has yetto be proven. It is
safe to assume it will work,
especially with the album's quality.
Did your parents ever not love
your younger sibl ings after they
headed out the d90r with their bag
full of toys?

::::i1i:~~:~~

Housing
EFFICIENCIES
1-4 bdrm. eff. apts. Call 259-4841,
Plug-ins $20/garages $35.
1 BDRM.APT.
subleaser needed $370/month
9/mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.

3 SINGLE ROOMS
in a 3-bdrm. apt. in a house.
Laundry, no pets. 253-5340.

SINGLE ROOMS
$185/mo., close to campus, offstreet parking. Lo~ security depo~it.
Heat, water, garbage & cable
included. Kris 259-9673.

Policies:
• Deadline: Monday at nO<?n for Thursday's ~dition and noon Friday for Monday's

edition.
$J?0·$4:i~0BP~!1~:e: heat. •Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, $2.
water, gartlage & parking Located •Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
~~n~isC~~1
mini - established with the University Chronicle.
4
Classified ads can be purc~ased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Foffi1S are inside the
WANT A PLACE OF YOUR OWN door. Notices are free and run according to the amount of space.
large 1 bdrm. -$370/mo. Off-street
· For more information, call Brenda Herubin, Classifieds Manager, available at 255-

~~;?~~ !:~~_IY·

parking with plug-ins. Heat, water,
ga·rbage included. Low se·curity
deposn. 255-9262.

3943

or

255-2164, during

qusiness hours and

1 BDRM. EFFICIENCY APT.
in a h0use. Private bathroom and

IMMEDIATELY AND WINTER
$200 DEPOSIT WILL HOLD
QUARTERS
YOUR APT.
SGLS/DBLS, 3 & 4-bdrm. apts. Free
1, 2, 3 & 4-bdrm. apt. Large baths,
")>arking.
Dan
255-9163.
spacious closets, basic utili.
SINGLE ROOM CLOSE TO
included. Call 654-8300 . for more
CAMPUS
SUB-LEASE SPECt.ALS
info.
West Campus Apts. Located by
m/f, SGLS/DBLS. In house and
Hal_
enbeck. $185/mo. Includes basic
apts., campus neighborhood.
2 BDRM APT $450/ MONTH
util. Sharon 255-9262.
_month
·leas~.
Includes
heat,
·Several
locations. Dan 255-9163.
12
Water, & garbage, large rooms,
HOUSE FOR RENT:
BENTONWOOD
balcony, on-site laundry, located on
7-bdrm. house across from campus.
2 bdrm. apts. S.E. St. Cloud. On bus
bus line,. Call Sharon 65,4-8300."
Available Sept. 1. Call Pat 255·
line $390 • $420. Heat p<f. Junct.
9585.
Hwy. ·10 & 23. Avail. 10/23, 11 /1.
WANTED: MALE ROOMMATES
Dan 255-9163,
$185/MONTH FOR FALL ·97
to share huge double room lor fall
single room in large 4.bdrm. apt. . quarter, non-smoker. Call Greg 267BEACHWOOD
- basic cable, OW, micro. On bus line. 3291 or 255•1274·
1 bdrm. apts. Avail. 12/1. Near
HIGH POINT APT. 259-9673.
3 SINGLE ROOMS IN A 3 BDRM. D.T./Cobom's . . Heat pd., $310 •
$360. Dan 255-9163.
HIGH POINT APT.
APT.
·
rent your own room $185/month. ~Jo~ouse. laund ry, no pets.. 253AFFORDABLE
Includes basic cable, DW, micro:
1 & 2 bdrm. apts. $370-$455. S.E.
LocatedontheMetroBusline,close
location on bus line. $100 off 1st
51 000FFlSTMONTH'SRENT
to campus and downtown. Call 259- 1 & 2 bdrm. apt. ~~at, water, month's rent. Low security deposit.
25_5_·92
~._.,...,.~~673·.,,,._ _ _.:...__ _-;9arbage an_d,.parking included. Mini--..'=
_ 62'-·
1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
~~~~~rge rooms-;-on bus Jin~.
4-BDRM. APT. $295/MO.
available for mature students In
·
June, July and Aug. Basic cable
quiet building. 12-month lease only.
AVAILABLE:
included, micro., OW, A/C, miniCall 240-9483.
large single rooms. Also 1 & 2-bdrm. blinds, ~gh Point Apartments. 2599673 ·
ROOMS STARTING AT $190/MO. apts. on bus line. Riverside 2519418, or 251-8284.
includes washer & dryer, garbage
CHARLAMAINE APTS.
removal, water. Located 3 blocks
1997 best choice. •Across from
1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
from SCSU. Call 253-0873 or (612)·
SCSU.
Attractive, clean, quiet,
close to SCSU, heat pd., on bus
295-4084. Off-street parking.
line. Riverside Property, 251-8284, smoke-free, well cared-for building
with
classic
design. New unit and
or 251-9418.
MALE TO SHARE 4 BDRM. APT.
common-area carpet. Practical price
new carpel and paint, heat paid,
and more perks like sundecks,
LARGE
SINGLE
ROOM
close to campus. EPM 251-6005.
.whirlpools, spa, DW, and micros.
with private bathroom and NC for Call 240-0234 to take a look.
the student. Utilities j ncluded. 706
FEMALES TO SHARE 4 BDRM.
6th Ave. S. 252-9226.
APTS.
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to SCSU, heat paid. DW,
close to campus. Utilities paid.
SHARED RENTAL
intercom entry. Call 251-6005.
Available immediately. Reas.enable
4-bdrm. townhomes, with Pool, rents. Short-term leases. Telephone
volleyball, by SCSU. Available 252-6153, leave a message.
TWO-BDRM.
immediately,
252-2633.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
CAMPUS EAST
SummerMall. Call 251-8941.
$$$$$EFFICIENCIES:
large 4 bdrms. with two full baths.
$200-summer, $275-fall. Off-street Extra storage. DW, garages,
1 ROOM EFFICIENCY
security. Heat pd. Results, 253utilities and cable included. Parking parking, $15. Call 259-4841.
0910.
available. 259-9434.
1 STOP SHOPPING
$370- 1 BDRM. APT.
we have several 1, 2, 3 & 4-bdrm.
ONE-BDRM. OF 4 BDRM. APT.
get away from the roommate apts. for fall 1997. Several different . $235/mo. Appliances, heat included.
hassles and get a place of your own. floor plans and amenities. If yciu Immediate occupancy. Campus
1
~aev~'
11 :Ja~.o~:ga;w;u~~~ Management, 320-251-1814.
reserved parking spot, on-site showing an apartments. Choose the
3 ROOMS FOR RENT
laundry and conveniently close to ~~-:~~tyle and see tt today! Call cl~e to campus. Heat, elec., cable,
campus. 6~-8300.
· phpne~ garbage, water included.
FEMALE
__
LA_R_G_E_1_B_D_R_M__A-PT..~~~?$~~~~ on-Stle.
kitchen. No pets. Parking 253-5340.

= ------'=="'

==

~~~a;~·y~~I~~

y~~~e~w~

~f! ~~

~~::6.

private room in ; spacious 4_bdrm. , for_ rent near SCSU. Call Matt or
apt. near SCSU. Heat paid, parking, Char after 5 p.m. 253.5' 87·
laundry, DW. EPM 251-6005.
DUPLEX 2ND FLOOR

1 BDRM. APTS.
avail. 12/1. $310 · $360, neat. pd.
Near Cobom's/D.T. Dan 255-9163.

4 bdrms. Avail. now. Dan 255-9163.

ROOMMATE W;'\NTED
4 bdrm. $199/mo. 203-0576.

NEED ROOMMATE IN 4 BDRM.
HOUSE
n'ear SCSU, $200/mo. plus utilities.
Call Dawn after 6 p.m. at 320-2854875.

ask

for classifieds.

2 OR 3 BDRM. APT.
for winter quarter. Ask for Brenda
202-1080.
LEAVING THE DORMS??
1 and 2 bdrm. apts. Available Dec.
1. Close to camplls. Heat, laundry,
parking included. Also on the bus
line. 255-9262.
SUB-LEASERS NEEDED
for single rooms, heat pd., ow
Close to campus. Contact Equtty
Investments Ltd., 203-TT89.

PRIVATE ROOMS
in 4-bdrm. apts. Cl9se·to campus f6r
summer and fall. Includes heat, DW,
micro., A/C, mini b.linds, laundry.
Yearly rates available. Campus
Quarters. 575 7th St. S. 252-9226
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdrm. townhomes, individual
leases, $200/$235/mo. each. Call
252•2633.
SINGLE ROOMS
1 bdrm. apt., close to campus. Call
Select Properties, 253-1154.
1 BDRM.APT.
subleaser needed $370/montti, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.
PRIVATE ROOM
for male. 3-bdrm. house. Avail.
immediately. ~9-9434.
OLYMPIC II
3 - 4 bdrms. Near Hockey Center. 4bdrm. sprtt units with two full baths.
OW, micros., security, garages, and
ports. Heat paid. Results, 2530910.
4BDRM.APT.
avail: Oct. 1 or earliest. Located on
N. 3rd St. Close to Crossroads
Shopping Center, on bus line.
$600/mo. Call 259-1500 Jon.

STATEVIEW
4 bOrm. units on campus. Two
showers, OW, micros., security.
Heat paid. Results, 253-0910. ·
SUBLET SPECIALS.
large 4-bdrm untts one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. OW,
micros., security, heat paid. Results
Property Management. 253-0910.
2-BDRM. APTS.
1 block from campus. Newly
remodeled, large bdrm. 253-1154,
Select Prop.

WINDSOR WEST
4 bdrm. Units and bi-levels. Two full
baths.. DW, micrOS., security. Heat
paid. Results, 253-0910.

For Sale
1985 MERCURY TOPAZ
auto, good oond., gray. $500 or b/o.
259-7192.
.1988 DODGE OMNI
106m., ps, pb, air, auto, am/fm. Very
clean, $1200. Call 253-7624.

Personal-,
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
(Gen. 35:10) Biblical God said to
Jacob, "Thy name . is Jacob; thy
name shall not be called any more
Jacob, but Israel shall be thy name:
8.nd_ha_calleg_.his.: name ·Israel.
"(Gen. 46:2) God spoke unto Israel
in the visions of the night, and said,
"Jacob, Jacob." And Jacob said,
"Here I am." The bible is.a lie. Those
who threaten others with infintte
torture are terrorists (e.g. clergy).
Dare to question all religion. Atheism
is true.
God loves the people of this
world so very much that he gave
me, his only son, so that those who
put their hope in me shall have
eternal life and shall never die.
- ·Jesus of Nazareth
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Attention
PARKING AVAIL.
1 block·from campus, $15/mo. Call
Select Properties, 253-1154.
FLU SEASON IS COMING ...
don't let the flu get you down! Gall

now for an appt. for flu vaccine. Cost
is $8. Health Service appt. 2553193.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free (1)
800-216-9000 Ext. H-3883 for
current listings.
·
CAMPUS ALCOHOLICS
ANONYMOUS
has a new meeting time. Now

Mondays at 3 p.m. Newman Center,
Classroom C.
FUND-RAISING:
National Hockey Center has fundraising options avail. for · clubs on
campus. Earn $ for cleaning up
building after events. For info.,

contact Jeff, at 255-3327.
-CLIP THIS AO FOR DISCOUNTstudent
papers,
theses,
dissertations, resumes, cover
letters, etc. Prepared professionally

FREE CASH GRANTS!
college, scholarships, business,
medical bills. Never repay. Toll free
1-800-218·9000.

TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard·
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other week(jays,

SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs, · $6.
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your Area. Toll Free
1·800·218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.
TASP INT'L IS HOLDING INFO.
SESSIONS
This Wed, Oct. 22 in the Columbine
Room on the 2nd floor of Atwood
Memorial Center from 1 p.m. to 5
p.m. Call (800)·543-3792 for more
info.
'FREE T-SHIRT +$1000
credit- card fundraisers for
f~temities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping $5/
VISA application. Call 1-800-932·
0528 ext. 65. Qualified callers
receive FREE T-SHIRT.
SPRING BREAK '98
Cancun, Mazatlan from $389. Info.
Call 1·800-446-8355.
www.sunbreaks.com.

SPRING BREAK WITH
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
Rieder & Associates at 259-7076, · from $399. Air, 7 nights in hotel, free
for assistance.
social-hour parties/$69 party
package, discounts. (800) 3664786..http://www.mazexp.com
DISTINCTIVE RESUMES
student packages. 240-2355.
1 WHAT IF f'M PREGNANT!?
f6r help and hope, call St. Cloud
TYefNG.
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
fast, accurate, professional. Call .
Hotline. 253-1962. 400' East St.
240-2355.
Germain St., Suite 205, St.
Cloud.

at a low cost. Call Bonnie with

,

Employment

TASP INT'L
is hiring motivated students for
inanagement positions in their
hometowns next summer. Average
earnings between $7,000-$10,000.
Training provided. For more info.,
call (800)543-3792.
HELP WANTED
at the Municipa! Athletic Complex.
Work ·on our hockey game/ event
staff. Flexible hours. Call 255-7223
or stop at the MAC and fill out an
appl. · 5001 8th St. N., St. Cloud.
Appl. being taken until Nov. 3.
EARN MONEY
on your own time schedule selling
advertising· for area's unique, indepth, quality feature newspaper.
2~Ioud Un-abndged. Call .:J63;

~i

COACHES
gymnastics coaches needed for
skilled high school gymnastics
team. Contact Bill Nielsen, activities
director, at Sauk Rapids High
School, (320) 202-6325.
$1000 POSSIBLE TYP1NG
part time. At home. Toll Free (1)
800-218-9000 Ext. T-3883 · for
listings.

Monday, October 20, 1997
EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH!'"
CLASS TRAVEL needs students to
promqte Sprin9. Break 1998! A free
trip & over $10,000! Choose
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
Jamaica or Florida! North America's
largest student tour operator! Call
Now! 1-800-838-6411.
EARij MONEY ANO FREE
TRfPSlf
absolute best SPRING BREAK
packages available'! INDIVIDUALS,
student ORGANIZATIONS, or small
GROUPS wanted!' Call INTER·
CAMPUS PROGRAMS at 1·800327-6013 or http://www.icpt.com $1,500 WEEKLY
·potential mailing our circulars. Free
info. Call 410-783-8275.
FREE TRIPS & CASH! SPRING
BREAK!
outgoing individuals • sell 15 & go
FREE. Cancun, South Padre,
Mazatlan, Jamaica, South Beach,
FL. Guaranteed B8st Prices. 1800·
SURFS-UP.
www.st4denteXpr~ss.com
BARTENDERS
willing to train, flexible hours, good
tips. Apply in person at Clearwater
Comers, 558-2212.
SUPERSTAR STUDENTS
NEEDED!
e·am $ signing up friends &
classmates for our credit -cards.
Opportunjty to advance to campus
mahager involving hiring & training
other students. No car required.
Must be outgoing & aggressive!
Flexible hours & great income! Call
Lori at 800-592-2121 X130.

FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE
great for students potential six-figure
income. Don't miss your chance,
your own 'boss, guaranteed
legitimate info. and how-to info.
Send $29.99 check, or m.o. to RMB
Assoc., Box 83 S,g Lake, MN:
55309. No1 MLM, allow 6-8 wks. for
delivery.
$1,000S POSSIBLE
reading boqks, Part time._At home.
Toll free, (800) 218-9000 ext. R3883 for liStings.
DISTRICT 742 COMMUNITY
SCHOOLS
is hiring part-time school bus
drivers for the 1997-98 school yE!ar.
Starting wage: $8.58 per hour and
benefits. Variety of routes and
hours avqilable. Paid training
period. Shuttle service to SCSU
provided. Must be well organized
with a good driving record. C9JI
253-9370 or apply at 628 Roosevelt
Rd.
.

CALL FOR YOUR
CLASSIFIED
TODAY"'
·Hm·s1v;
,fffE:-.;TIO\

E\IPLOY\IE\T

TOR SALi'
'"PERSO\ALS.
CALL 155-39-1.1.

~

FLY HIGH with the

A~lf.1 TEAM
C OMMUNICA.T iON S

a v~ic-e ahve lk ,1%!
an e"'/tlfe, r26~ve lk1ffl
J~ing-w~,k ahve·fl,e ,1%(
Call us- today at

259-1896
to find out ·more
& start your application

Benefits of beng on the Aria Tecrn:
• $7 per/ hr PLUS l'v'CRE!
• $1 00 Hiring Bonus
o
• Earn chances toward winning
2 round trip airline tickets
• Work 16+ hrs/wk - 3, 4, or 5
evenings & Saturday a.m.'s
• Regular & temporary part-time
positions availlable
• Convenient downtown location
• -Education reimbursement
• Comprehensive benefit plan including 401 K,
profit sharing, paid vacation

Call with Aria Corrrruications on
behdf or ' worthwhie cruses and
we'U md<e it worth yOL.r while
'

